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By Judith Aidoo

 Successful impact investing in African art and culture requires an appreciation of the local
context and the relative value of different types of cultural assets, as well as the ability to
identify ’inno-native’ local managers. Consider this effort akin to an investment safari.

Once upon a time, a financial analyst friend posed a very simple question: I have a dollar
and can invest it anywhere; where can I obtain the greatest return, in the shortest time, and
with the least amount of risk? This, my friends, is how our investment ‘safari’ starts.

Now, consider the impact investor who allocates capital to both make a profit and improve
the world. The capital allocation question still applies, but with some challenges. Where, oh
where, is that happy place where one can optimise profits, scale, time and risk, and achieve
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significant impact across as many of the 17 United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
as possible? This is the investment equivalent of spotting the Big Five animals on a single
African safari: definitely possible, but not easy.

Next, let’s turn our impact investment focus to art and culture in particular. If culture is the
story of a people (i.e. how they eat, pray, love; dress, play, build, etc.), what, then, are the
best ’assets’ for profitable and sustainable investment? Moreover, why attempt to convert
culture into wealth at all?

As a seasoned investor voyaging from Hollywood to Broadway to Ghallywood in Ghana, I
can state unequivocally that it is hard to make money investing in art and culture anywhere. I
have invested in radio, syndicated television, movies, antiquities, crafts, modern art
and cultural festivals. We have been luckier than most, and have won awards and a
distribution deal with Paramount Studios, albeit with modest profits to show for our efforts.
But we persist, because, as one Broadway producer prophesied, every so often an investor
can discover a hit so large that its impact, let alone its profits, is transformative for literally
millions of people. 

Such is the power of art and culture writ large, and this is what sparks the passion and
perseverance of impact investors. If we change our collective story, we can transform our
very existence. Arguably, there is no greater impact to be achieved. So, we allocate capital,
win or lose, to bend the trajectory of what is both humanly possible and, if we are lucky,
beautiful. 

Consider the quintessential African story that is The Lion King. Based on African language,
music and traditions, the original animated movie was made by Disney in 1994 for US$46
million. Not only did it go on to generate nearly US$1 billion in film revenues, but Disney
remixed its intellectual property into the biggest Broadway play of all time. The Lion King play
has since generated US$1.68 billion over 23 years from ticket sales and merchandise.
Disney then spent an additional US$250 million to release the latest animated film version of
The Lion King in 2019, creating the biggest animated film in history, generating more than
US$1.5 billion. (Can anyone say ‘hakuna matata’?) This proves that a compelling, African-
inspired story can be successfully monetised, repeatedly and at scale.

Of course, the list of African-inspired hits, large and small, is as long as the Nile. This is
because, at its core, a hit is a hit because it is existential. It is birthed from the mother-of-all
stories, set to music or to cloth or to stone or to film in a manner that goes viral because it
meets a precise moment in a way that enriches, as much as it surprises or delights.

We allocate capital, win or lose, to bend the trajectory of what is both humanly possible and,
if we are lucky, beautiful.
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From Beyoncé’s exuberant Black is King to Marvel Studios’ 2018 hit Black Panther (the fifth-
highest grossing movie of all time), to Ghana’s ubiquitous kente cloth and Anansi stories
shared throughout the diaspora, to the late Manu Dibango’s song ‘Soul Makossa’ that
inspired Michael Jackson: many are we in pursuit of this irresistible beat, that turn of phrase,
this creative perfection that energises, captivates and employs millions and, if lucky,
generates significant profits.

Therefore, in the spirit of collaboration, here are some lessons from past investment safaris: 

1. Where: Focus first on those African countries renowned for their rich cultural heritage.
Carefully analyse the current economic, political, legislative, technological, educational
and artisanal realities on the ground. Ideally, we are looking for ‘flow’: meaning the rich
movement of ideas, products and people to generate artistic and cultural expressions
that are inspired and scalable.

2. Who: Seek to identify and support both established and next generation local artists
who share your business values and leverage tradition to be ’inno-native’, a phrase
coined by Ghanaian architect Joe Osae-Addo, founder of ArchiAfrika.com and the
Jamestown Gallery Cafe in Accra.

3. What: Focus on those sectors where you have innate passion and a significant
competitive advantage in sourcing breakthrough thinking, superior quality, and
scalability, says Jewel Arthur, founder of NuAfropolitan Gallery. Emphasise multiple
sources of revenues, and remember patience is your friend, advises Dr Poem van
Landewijk, founder of Wild Gecko Handicrafts.

4. How: The only way to create wealth over time is to own an asset, be it a building or a
story, that generates revenue, preferably in hard currency. It is not what you own, but
what you can protect and widely distribute that matters most. Of course, tourism and
cultural real estate are locally transformative, but so is African intellectual property,
provided it is legally protected and distributed. This issue has not received sufficient
attention to date, but it must. The mastery of global licensing, distribution and revenue-
sharing arrangements for African design, traditional medicines and stories will be
essential if Africans are to profit fully from their own cultural heritage. Nicole Amarteifio,
the writer and director of the popular web series An African City, did well to monetise
her own global audience when Hollywood was slow to sufficiently value her stories.
Clearly, technology will aid this effort, even for the traditional artisan. Artist Kofi Setordji
has worked with master weavers to both document and revolutionise their traditional
crafts to enhance their stature and sustainability. Derrick Ashong at Amp.it leverages
technology for music distribution and global audience engagement. Similarly, investors
should innovate their investment vehicles, beyond expensive equity and debt, in favour
of blended finance (e.g. concessionary funds combined with private capital), and
shared revenue and distribution models.
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5. Why: As the African proverb states, it takes a village to raise a child. This global,
hyper-connected world rewards speed, skill and capital across several domains
simultaneously: ideation, financing, production, marketing and multi-platform licensing
and distribution. Since few, if any, have mastered everything, effective global
partnerships are essential, if Africans are to profit greatly from our own cultural
heritage.

This essay was originally published in Creativity, Culture and Capital: Impact
investing in the global creative economy  and is republished here on The Conscious
Investor with the permission of Upstart Co-Lab, Nesta, and Fundacion Compromiso.
To download the entire essay collection, click here.
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